
Audience Conference



Conferencing rooms connected to technology
Similar to a fingerprint, a conference table is unique.  Audience is a program 
“a la carte” offering a customized answer to each conference space: integrated 
technology, functionality and image are foremost in our design.

Audience boasts a heritage of more than 60 years in top-of-the-range veneer 
work.

It offers a wide range of finishes and shapes: rectangular, elliptical, boat, 
U-shaped, round and square. In addition, ancillary storage, multi-media furni-
ture and a lectern complete the range. 

The use of high technology is not a constraint anymore; it is now per-
fectly integrated, discreet and intuitive. Both speaker and audience gain in 
serenity and efficiency.

Design Albert Holz.
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Mirror technique projection system folds away invisibly to leave a clear line of vision.
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“It is simple elegance that charms us”. 

Ovid

The experts will recognize Charles Eames homage and 60s design references in the legs’ characteristics.
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Videoconference – Bringing people together across challenging distances. Reducing business travel’s impact on the environment.

Rotating power socket
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Lectern with integrated technology. The speaker doesn’t have to take care of technical details but stays 

focused on his meeting.



Long conferencing table  catering for large team discussion.
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Mediacar for projection

It may include a central unit, a video projector and also hold a laptop horizontally. 

This mobile and versatile item of furniture follows the speaker’s movement.
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From storage to electrification, everything has been thought of to marry elegance and 

functionality.

Vertically retractable power socket

(Note: EU socket shown)

Walnut, oak, cherry, maple… veneers are selected carefully and are sourced from sustainably managed forests where the environment is respected and its 

renewal looked after.
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Sideboard – More than a storage solution, the sideboard is a personal and refined creation that humanises the professional atmosphere.

Mediacar, the speaker’s collaborator

Mediacar for projector and laptop to facilitate conferencing.



Stand-alone tables Modular tables Rectangular Storage

Sideboards 
Sideboards
Crédences  
Zijtafels

Projection wall 
Projektionswand
Mur de projection 
Projectiewand

Mediacar Configuration examples

RANGE OVERVIEW

Lectern 
Rednerpult
Pupitre  
Lessenaar

Ring or « U » shaped

Tables are also available without top access




